


Call for Pilot Cities Cohort 3:
Ambition & Approach, and 
technical information
23 January 2024



Welcome 
Call launched:

• Call Guidelines published

• Submission platform open

• Supporting documents published (Call Guidelines, Financial Guidelines; Guidebook; Application templates and pro 
formas)

Scheduled webinars:

• Tuesday 23 January (1100 CET): Ambition & Approach, technical information

• Tuesday 6 February (1100 CET): Eligibility and Assessment Criteria

• Tuesday 13 February (1100 CET): Monitoring, Evaluation, Learning & Sensemaking

• Wednesday 21 February (1100 CET): Boot Camp & Twinning Cities Learning Programme

Register for all at the NZC website: www.netzerocities.eu (Pilot Cities Programme page)

https://netzerocities.eu/pilot-cities-programme/
https://netzerocities.eu/pilot-cities-programme/


This webinar…

Is for Mission Cities who are not yet a Pilot City within the Pilot City Programme and wish to 
undertake two-year, systems innovation-oriented pilot activities.

We will cover:

• Ambition & Approach of the Pilot Cities Programme

• Call launch & documentation

• Submission platform registration (organisation & individual)

Questions should be relevant to the content of the given webinar



Overview

• Welcoming

• 10-15 mins presentation

• Q&A (10-15 mins)

• 20-25 mins presentation

• Q&A (remaining time as required)

Re/Name yourself and include your city and department

Use the Q&A functionality to ask questions

This event is being recorded



How to use the Q&A

2) Vote up the questions1) Type down your questions
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Pilot Cities Programme
Ambition, Approach, Impact



What we are hoping to see
• The Commission's aims: “… support large scale pilots to deploy and scale systemic solutions 

combining social, technological, nature-based, regulatory and financial innovation and new 
business and governance models to underpin the climate transition”

• Pilot cities, not pilots: innovative approaches, not single solutions: "...The main obstacle to 
climate transition is not a lack of climate-friendly and smart technologies, but the 
capacity to implement them. The present silo-based form of governance, designed and 
developed for traditional city operations and services, cannot drive an ambitious climate 
transition. Therefore, a systemic transformation is urgent"

• We hope the Pilot City applications will take this to heart: There is a wide range of excellent R&I 
solutions to be unlocked, so how best to grow the capacity to implement and combine them?

• The pilots aim to enable you to understand and address the barriers to overcome to enable 
implementation at scale…. And to practice systems innovation

• Be inspired by what other NZC Pilot Cities are already doing – but don't 'just' repeat: it's 
about your city's story, barriers and priorities within your unique climate neutrality 
journey – linking to your (emerging) CCC and the questions it reveals

• https://netzerocities.eu/pilot-cities-cohort-1-2022/



The what

Several structural barriers exist, such as...

• Lack of developed business models & multi-actor 
agreements

• Lack of integration between transition domains

• Lack of investment capacity and organisational
capacity

• Underdeveloped governance, participation and 
social innovation approaches and mechanisms

• Regulatory issues, including e.g. procurement

• Supply chain and skills deficits

• Outdated digital, data tools

So which ones (probably a combination!) are most 
relevant in your city to accelerate learning and impact?

Systemic barriers and levers for 
change



The what

• Applications that focus on only a small 
sub-domain of your overall city 
emissions profile

• Isolated actions that are not 
sufficient to create wider shifts.

• Applications that focus on a very 
particular solution without paying 
attention to how it may address wider 
barriers or get to scale

• (NB getting to scale may mean very 
different things depending on the issue)

• An example...

What we'd like to avoid



The what

• We are not prescriptive: the Mission goal is what 
matters. We think this is always about different levers 
of change and coherent portfolios of multiple, 
synergetic actions.

• Without wanting to be prescriptive, we imagine that 
successful approaches have relevance for more than 
one emissions domain in a city

• Replicability matters - in terms of learning and 
understanding about pathways of 
overcoming barriers to implementation at scale, NOT 
in terms of copy-paste technology

• So your honest, clear and ambitious understanding 
of the issues you feel 'stuck' on across the city is very 
relevant to this application

• Multi-stakeholder approaches – see this as an 
opportunity, not a burden

• DO APPLY - this is the last opportunity...

Summing up:



What is the NetZeroCities Pilot Cities Programme?

2yrs, €18-
26M, 

•This Call…

•Horizon Europe

Portfolio of 
Pilot Cities

•Testing pathways

•Accelerated 
decarbonisation

Capacity & 
capability

•Financing & 
Investment; MEL

•Governance & city-
wide 
transformation

Learning & 
collaboration

•Twinning Learning 
Programme

•Sensemaking: 
Clusters & cohort

Portfolio Approach:

Intra-, Inter- EU…



How is a different?

(Systemic) 
Barriers 

identified

Mandate; 
Collaboration; 
Governance: 

inclusion, 
engagement, 

learning

Co-design & 
‘Sensemaking 
as reporting’

Multi-city-Pilot 
Cities

Twinning 
Learning 

Programme

(EU/HE AC) 
Replication & 

Scaling

Call/Programme design for systems innovation….

Credit: Dark Matter 

Laboratories (DML)

Intention: applying to the programme is in itself a starting point for cities 
to: engage stakeholders, deeply reflect on entrenched barriers; establish 
political mandate and connectivity to city programming; think about 
potential multi-lever pathways, co-benefits…



• Application focused on understanding barriers and cities’ mandates, not 
definitively specify solutions...position pilot activities to help cities address core 
issues they face in achieving carbon-neutral goals.

• Selection of Pilot Cities based on portfolio logic: diversity, learning 
opportunities, starting points…
• Inter/intra…

• Selected Pilot Cities will be given space, time & support to co-create the 
process and figure out possible solutions in early stage of the pilot activities.

• The programme is focused on shared learning, capacity building, and 
capability building.

• …through a focused programme of learning and sensemaking in clusters with 
other cities, including with  the ‘Twin Cities’ (Twinning Learning programme)

Accelerating pathways….

Credit: Dark Matter 

Laboratories (DML)

How is a different?



Q&A
The Programme



The Call
Timeline and key information



Call Launch
16 January

12.00 CEST

Call Launch - 

Ambition, 

approach and 

technical 

information 

Info sessions

Eligibility, 

Assessment 

Criteria & 

Submission 

platform

06/02

Monitoring, 

Evaluation 

and Learning

Boot Camp 

and Cities 

Learning 

Programme

Next steps: due diligence, refinement, 

grant agreement and boot camp process

Call Close 
18 March

17.00 CET

Review
Eligibility, Evaluation, 

Selection

Decision 

Communication 

Boot Camp

Incl. Online and F2F 

sessions

Programme/ 

Award end 

date

Programme/ 

Award start 

date

20/05

SGA Call 3 – 

Scope & focus tbc  

Tentative launch  

April 2024

Call timeline

16/01 23/01 13/02 21/02 18/03 May-Jul 1/09 30/8

2024 2025 2026



Key differences to Pilot Cities Programme,
Cohort 1 (2022) and 2 (2023)

4.1 Funding
The total available budget under this call is between a 
minimum of 18 million and a maximum 26 million 
Euros (EUR). The funding will be allocated across 
three subgrant envelopes as follows:

• 500,000 - 600,000 EUR : proposals with a 
minimum of one city/district plus at least one 
additional consortium partner (NB: the additional 
consortium partner may be another eligible 
Mission city/district).

• 1,000,000 EUR: proposals with a minimum of two 
cities/districts, plus any additional consortium 
partners.

• 1,500,000 EUR: proposals with a minimum of 
three cities/districts plus any additional consortium 
partners.

500-
600k

Minimum 1 
Mission city

1.0M
Minimum 2 

Mission cities

1.5M
Minimum 3 
Mission cities



1.3 Who can apply

• Only local authorities or city 
administrations selected to be 
part of EU Mission for climate-
neutral and smart cities by 
2030 (Mission Cities) … and…

• who are not yet a Pilot City 
within the Pilot City Programme
(Cohort 1 or Cohort 2)

• …a third cohort of Pilot Cities 
with their own learning clusters, 
growing the overall multi-cohort 
portfolio of pilot activities

Key differences to Pilot Cities Programme,
Cohort 1 and 2 (2022-2023)

Cohort 1: 52* cities

Cohort 2: 26 cities

Remaining candidates for 

Cohort 3: 38 cities

*NB: 53 cities previously 

communicated counted 

Eindhoven and Helmond 

separately, whereas 

together they make 1 of 

the 112.



Key differences to Pilot Cities Programme,
Cohort 2 (2023)

• Submission platform, and minor changes 
to the application form / requirements 
(more on this later)



Call documentation
Guidelines, supporting templates, pro formas (for submission)



Navigate to the ‘Pilot Cities Programme’ web 
page



Scroll down for CALL DOCUMENTS



Scroll down for CALL DOCUMENTS 



Application Templates

• Call Form Template (MS Word) 

• Budget Template (MS Excel) 

• Letter of Support Template (MS Word) – from the city mayor and/or any city official 
mandated to sign on the applicant’s behalf, for the NZC Pilot City Programme

For collaborative application writing

Please note: drafted content of the forms needs to 

be transferred manually to the application platform.

• Submission system application form

• MEL & Impact Framework Template (MS Word) & Indicator set (MS Excel) – 
‘IMPACT’ section of the proposal; to be completed and uploaded to the submission 
system.
• Supporting document: Indicator set – set of preselected indicators to be used in completing the MEL & 

Impact Framework template

Application Forms



Call Guidelines

• Pilot Cities Guidebook – includes overview of the programme, its approach, expected 
outcomes and key concepts and teminology

• Pilot Cities Call Guidelines – provides key information on the aim, scope, and 
approach of the call, budget requirements, and the evaluation and decision-making 
process

• Pilot Cities Financial Guidelines – contains the main legal and financial rules of the 
call and supports applicants in compiling budgets for their proposals

• Cost Reporting Guidelines – provides further guidance on cost eligibility and reporting 
during the grant implementation period



Pilot Cities Programme on NetZeroCities Portal

Join Pilot Cities 

Programme Group on 

NetZeroCities Portal for 

updates

https://netzerocities.app/group-

pilotcitiesprogrammegroup

https://netzerocities.app/group-pilotcitiesprogrammegroup
https://netzerocities.app/group-pilotcitiesprogrammegroup


Submission system
Registration and proposal creation



Registration Steps:

1) User Registration

2) Organisation Registration

3) Collaborator(s) Registration



User registration – log in page

1) Please, open the log-in page by using this link:
Log-In Page

2) Click on the blue link to open the registration 
page (see the image)

3) Fill out all fields
Please, note that the password must consist of at 
least 8 characters, 1 number, and 1 letter
4) Click on "Sign Up"

https://stichtingclimate-kicinternational2.my.site.com/climateEuPortal/s/login/?ec=302&startURL=%2FclimateEuPortal%2Fs%2F


User registration – verification code

5) You will receive an email with a verification 
code. Please, copy this code.
Please, check the spam folder if the you cannot 
find an email in the general mailbox

6) Paste the verification code in the "Verification 
Code" field and click on "Verify"



User registration - Organisation

7) Enter the name of your Organisation / click 
on it if the search bar shows you relevant 
results, select Organisation's type in the 
drop-down, and click on "Next"

8) The System will notify you that the 
account was registered successfully. Please, 
click on "Finish"



Home Page

Once you click on "Finish" the System will automatically bring you to the Home Page.



My Contact(s)

In the "My Contact(s)" tab you can 
review/add your contacts and edit 
information about them by clicking on a 
contact that you want to edit 
information for.

Please note that if you want to create a 
contact for a person who will be a 
Collaborator for your Proposal, they 
should be invited through the "Invite a 
Collaborator" button NOT via the "My 
Contact(s)" tab. Please refer to the 
following instructions: How to create a 
Proposal with a Collaborator?

https://climatekic.notion.site/How-to-create-a-Proposal-with-a-Collaborator-551a501ace4f4bfd8d7b828b57c1d9d8
https://climatekic.notion.site/How-to-create-a-Proposal-with-a-Collaborator-551a501ace4f4bfd8d7b828b57c1d9d8


My Organisation(s)

In the "My Organisation(s)" tab you 
can see your organisation and 
add/edit information on clicking on 
the name of your organisation.

Please note that if you want to add 
the Organisation of your 
collaborator, please, add them via 
"Invite a Collaborator" button NOT 
via "My Organisation(s) tab". Please 
refer to the following 
instructions: How to create 
a Proposal with a Collaborator?

https://climatekic.notion.site/How-to-create-a-Proposal-with-a-Collaborator-551a501ace4f4bfd8d7b828b57c1d9d8
https://climatekic.notion.site/How-to-create-a-Proposal-with-a-Collaborator-551a501ace4f4bfd8d7b828b57c1d9d8


How to invite a Collaborator?

• To invite a Collaborator you need to create your Proposal first

• Instructions for a Proposal creation will be presented during 
the second info-session on 06/02/2024

• Meanwhile, please, refer to the following instructions:

How to create a Proposal with a Collaborator?

https://climatekic.notion.site/How-to-create-a-Proposal-with-a-Collaborator-551a501ace4f4bfd8d7b828b57c1d9d8


Useful resources:

• Video- and text instructions on the User registration: How to 
register in the System?

• Step-by-step instructions on Proposal creation:

How to create a Proposal with a Collaborator?

How to create a Proposal without a Collaborator?

• Link to the general instructions: General Instructions

• Technical support email: NZCsupport@climate-kic.org

https://www.notion.so/climatekic/How-to-register-in-the-System-144548d271684469bcf19fcdecaac2e1
https://www.notion.so/climatekic/How-to-register-in-the-System-144548d271684469bcf19fcdecaac2e1
https://climatekic.notion.site/How-to-create-a-Proposal-with-a-Collaborator-551a501ace4f4bfd8d7b828b57c1d9d8
https://climatekic.notion.site/How-to-create-a-Proposal-without-a-Collaborator-df805d44b3724da48c556c1030f876d3
https://climatekic.notion.site/climatekic/Instructions-cdef8e8ef9ac4f4495df460bdd49929e
mailto:nzcsupport@climate-kic.org


Q&A
The Call & System





@NetZeroCitiesEU

NetZeroCitiesEU

NetZeroCities

www.netzerocities.eu

Get in touch with NetZeroCities!

hello@netzerocities.eu

NetZeroCities EU
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